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Car lovers like me, who really like to drive, don’t relish the idea
of giving up control of our vehicles to anyone. Especially a robot.
No doubt that may change as we all grow older, but for now,
giving up our car keys translates to giving up our independence.
—Jo Ann Holt
Automotive Freelance Writer

Automotive influencers help you
build trust in an increasingly noisy and
sophisticated consumer marketplace
You don’t need to be able to identify a car by the sound of its engine to send a great automotive pitch.
Cision’s Automotive Pitching Kit is here to help get you in front of the most influential journalists, bloggers
and social influencers in the automotive industry long before autonomous vehicles will truly take over the roads.
The future of influencer marketing is relationship building and management; our guide is here to help you
do just that, for free. It will help you craft a targeted strategy for finding the right influencers for your stories,
reaching them in the right ways, and ultimately help you earn more media with the audiences that matter.

Cision's 2019 Automotive Pitching Kit

» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
By email or by links to sites where I can download the materials. Understand that I don’t always
have internet access, so I need to be able to download PDFs and photos that I can access offline.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
Please, take the time to understand what I cover and how I cover it before you send me pitches.
If they are not relevant to what I do, sending them is a waste of both our time. If you or your agency
continues to send irrelevant pitches and releases, I’ll unsubscribe or direct everything from your agency
to my spam folder, and you’ll lose any chance to have me see anything from your agency’s clients.

JOHN VINCENT

» How about any pet peeves?
Note that I read all of my email. If I don’t respond, it’s likely because I don’t have a need for the
information you’re sharing. Repeatedly sending the same release begging for a response, or “trying

SENIOR REPORTER, AUTOS
U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT

to surface this in your inbox” is just plain unprofessional and annoying.

jvincent@usnews.com

I know what it’s going to be: Trump and tariffs. It shouldn't be, however. The biggest story in the

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
automotive space should be how consumers are getting buried in long-term debt to purchase cars

John Vincent is a senior reporter, autos at
U.S. News and World Report and focuses
on car buying tips, trends and features. He
has been with the outlet since 2016, and
before that spent more than three decades
at The Oregonian as an automotive writer.

they cannot afford. With the average new car loan term now exceeding 68 months, many car buyers
have no idea how much negative equity they have in their purchases, and the ramifications of that.

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?
I’m looking forward to electric vehicle launches that bring the technology to average buyers with
sufficient range to realistically replace gasoline-powered vehicles. Cars such as the Kia Niro EV, Kia
Soul EV, Hyundai Kona, and Nissan Leaf e+.

Vincent offers the following pitching
advice to PR professionals trying to reach

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?

him, as well as his thoughts on the current

Autonomous vehicles are in our future, but that future is a long way away. AV technology gets an

state of the automotive industry.

outsized portion of automotive journalists’ attention for its current impact in the market. Where we
need to get serious is with a common vocabulary to talk about semiautonomous vehicle technology, advanced driver assistance systems, and high-tech safety features. With every manufacturer
and outlet using different terms to discuss similar technologies, it confusing (and potentially dan-

 

gerous) for consumers.
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» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
I like to get press materials sent to my email or with a Dropbox/Google Drive link. I usually have
my hands full between carrying my camera or my phone to record interviews, so the less I need
the better.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
Invest in quality photos. Sometimes I will run a story just because the photos are phenomenal and
I know my audience would enjoy them. Other times I won’t run a story because the picture isn’t
large enough to display well on the site, or if it is blurry, dark, or irrelevant to what the story focus is.

NICOLE JAMES
EDITOR
POWER & PERFORMANCE

If I can get all the assets upfront, the story will most likely be picked up.

» How about any pet peeves?
My biggest pet peeve is when I get follow-up emails about a news release that was sent a day
or two before and I can’t tell if it is a real person legitimately following up on something they
sent, or if it is a program sending it out. I don’t want to ignore someone by not responding,
but I also don’t feel the need to respond to a robot pitching me something totally irrelevant to

nicole@powerautomedia.com
Nicole James is the editor of Power &
Performance magazine, the editor in chief
of Pretty Driven, and the vice president
of communications for the Phoenix Automotive Press Association. She has written

my audience.

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?
None— though I am interested in learning more about Dodge and Ford’s hybrid muscle cars.

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?
My thoughts on autonomous vehicles are that we will get the technology long before we will
have the infrastructure to support it. Poorly maintained roads will be a huge factor in addition

about cars and the auto industry for more

to extreme weather conditions that would affect the vehicle sensors and cameras, or that obscure

than five years and has worked for Vegas

the road markings.

Drift, and ClassicCars.com, among others.
She offers tips and advice to PR professionals, as well as her thoughts on the auto
industry today.
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» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
A USB stick is always nice, because then I have the information long-term even if it’s no longer
online. But putting it on your media website is also good.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
Be mindful who you’re pitching to. I cover automotive topics. I don’t review baby monitors or
self-published murder mystery novels.

» How about any pet peeves?

JEFF ZURSCHMEIDE
AUTOMOTIVE FREELANCE WRITER
j.zursch@gmail.com

None to speak of when it comes to PR. Most reps do a great job.

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
Hard to say until the end of the year, but I suspect we’ll see more high-range EVs launching later
this year.

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?
I cannot wait to drive the Rivian truck. I think electric sports cars and pickups are an undiscovered

Jeff Zurschmeide is freelance writer and
editor based near Portland, Oregon. He covers new cars with reviews and news, other
automotive industry news, new technology
as it impacts transportation, the transporta-

market. To that end, I think Volkswagen’s MEB platform is going to deliver some compelling
vehicles that will jump the gap between EV technology enthusiasts and the mainstream market.
The moment when having an EV is no longer remarkable is close at hand. If a PR rep can show me
a vehicle or technology that can appeal to a mainstream audience, they have my full attention.

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?

tion industry generally, classic and collectible

Autonomous vehicles are going to be part of our lives very soon. Especially in long-haul trucking,

cars, and motorsports. He is a contributor for

the potential cost savings and increased efficiency and throughput will drive development. Auton-

the Portland Tribune, a columnist at Digital

omous goes hand-in-hand with electrification because both change the essential nature of the car,

Trends and writes the Road Rave column.

so as we electrify, we’ll also see increasing autonomous intervention under the banner of “driver

In addition, you can find his work regularly

assistance technology." But I also suspect that it will take 30 years or so before a human-piloted car

published at Autobytel, Sports Car Market,

becomes rare, or illegal.

American Car Collector, SportsCar Magazine
and Street Trucks.
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» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
Online, but old school uniquely shaped USBs are cool.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
Yes, please keep the CEO interview requests to a minimum unless it’s for a business beat writer.
The overwhelming majority of general consumer, car enthusiast audiences (my audiences) don’t
want to read a dry, highly scripted, on-the-cuff interview. Save those pitches for Automotive News,
business pubs, NADA website etc.

JEFF TAYLOR
CONTRIBUTING AUTO WRITER
CHICAGO SUN-TIMES
jtcommunications4558@gmail.com

» How about any pet peeves?
More than two email requests/reminders—esp for interviews, and no phone calls—please, unless
requested to do so.

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
The continued downward spiral in car (actual coupes/sedans) sales and model reductions.

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?
I’m still not excited about EVs. Currently, the range is too low and altered by too many variables,

Jeff Taylor is a contributing auto writer
for the Chicago Sun Times. He writes and
edits new vehicle automotive reviews/
content, provides motor sports coverage

infrastructure is low/slow and recharging time too long. EVs have promise and the acceleration
that can be achieved is phenomenal. I just think their time is not now and consumers are just
not interested in paying a premium for vehicles that only come in one size (small) and have so
many limitations.

and conducts interviews with industry

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?

leaders. He works with all major automo-

Well, I’m not a great fortune teller, but the potential for widespread abuse by riders/drivers is

tive manufacturers, media/public relations

substantial—we’ve already seen it. The promise of orderly traffic flows and zipping through a city

agencies marketing teams and aftermar-

will just not happen. Trucks, motorcycles, emergencies, weather, and inattention (distracted drivers,

ket product suppliers, race teams and

intoxication) and more will all be huge hurdles to overcome. I also see it as an excuse for insurance

organizational bodies to develop content.

companies to jack up rates. Partial autonomous vehicles could succeed, but safety and legal issues

Taylor has written for the Sun Times

must be sorted out.

since 2009.
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» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
For me, email is best. Provide the entire news release and photo (high-res if you have one, if not,
that’s fine) in the first email. Or add links to download assets from a cloud service.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
Keep the news coming! We often have a lot of products we’re producing, so more news and info
is better. And always include all the various social media handles of the client. It helps us get the
news out on our social media accounts faster.

MARK PHILLIPS

» How about any pet peeves?
When an email comes with what sounds like an interesting idea, but they ask you to email back
if you have interest. Just go ahead and send it the first time. I don’t care if my email inbox is overloaded with releases. I’d rather have it that way because it gives me lots of good material to work

AUTOMOTIVE VIDEO HOST & EDITOR
AFTERMARKET INEL

with. And it saves time and avoids the likelihood that an email will get snagged by the spam filter

mark@lpnewmedia.com

gotten invites for events on the West Coast of the U.S. (we’re in the Midwest) as well as Europe with

by going back and forth.
Lastly, please allow enough time to set up travel for cross-country or international events. I’ve
one, or two day notice. Obviously, that’s tough or impossible to do. With more notice, especially an

Mark Phillips is an automotive video host
and editor for Aftermarket Intel and covers
the global auto market, technology and
the auto parts industry. He has been with
the outlet since 2018, and before that
spent more than a decade at Bobcox

international event, it could be possible.

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
The continuing trend toward advancements in autonomous and electrified vehicles. China will
continue to quicken the pace at which it designs and builds autonomous and electrified vehicles.
I mostly cover the automotive aftermarket, but increasingly, the lines are being blurred by companies that serve both automakers and the aftermarket part replacement market.

Media as a video host and editor of Counterman, the aftermarket auto parts distri-

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?

bution magazine for jobbers, retailers and

The ones where the battery doesn’t give the driver anxiety about how far it will go!

WDs. Here is his advice to PR professionals
interested in pitching him, as well as his
thoughts on the auto industry in 2019.

 

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?
Autonomous vehicles will continue to be a larger and larger part of our lives. People will likely first
experience an autonomous vehicle as a part of public transportation, such as a slower-moving
autonomous city shuttle.
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» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
Email is the accepted routine, but phone—if I know the PR person—is fine.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
This profession is all about relationships, getting to know the other’s needs. Do a quick web
search on the writer and publication before hitting send on a pitch that may not be in that
person’s wheelhouse.

» How about any pet peeves?

BRIAN DOUGLAS
AUTO EDITOR
18 MEDIA / GENTRY MAGAZINE
brian@autoeditor.com

The technology industry, especially in Silicon Valley, is way too insular with outreach. Tesla,
Apple and Alphabet come to mind as prime examples of “Don’t call us, we won’t call you”.

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
The most intriguing potential is imprisoning Carlos Ghosn and the impact on the Renault/
Nissan Alliance.

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?
Lucid and BYTON are great local stories for us. We gave Tesla lots of personality (Elon), business

Brian Douglas is the automotive, aviation
and lifestyle editor at 18 Media, which
includes Gentry, Destinations and Home
magazines. He writes about luxury vehicles, automotive reviews and travel. He also
creates syndicated automotive content

and product coverage.

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?
The hype is far more than the reality and too many companies are chasing the same solutions.
Adaptive cruise control and lane changing are a long way from full Level 5 autonomy. 5-G
connectivity between vehicles should help, but don’t look for driverless cars in the next few
years as some assert.

via Autoeditor Syndication and is the
president of the Western Automotive
Journalists Press Association. Read his tips
and advice to PR professionals, as well as
what he is excited for in the auto industry
in the New Year.
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» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
Respond to a reporter’s story with some feedback on your company’s/client’s take on the topic
he or she has recently covered. Some of the best stories I’ve written have come from PR folks
who have read a story and then responded with an interview pitch offering an alternative vantage
point or another angle to the story. Makes for great follow-up stories.

» How about any pet peeves?
I’m not going to criticize since I haven’t walked a mile in a PR professional’s shoes. The key for
both journalists and PR professionals is to remember is that our relationship (a mutually important

JOE OVERBY
SENIOR EDITOR
AUTO REMARKETING

one, by the way) is a two-way street.

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
Digitalization of the auto retail and auto finance market, but with dealers at the center of it.
There are a lot of efforts to put the retail car-buying and F&I process online, but a lot of it involves
dealers. Obviously, there are franchise laws that probably play a role, but I think dealers offer
an infrastructure that allows for scalability. And the progressive ones are already pushing this

joverby@autoremarketing.com
Joe Overby is the senior editor for Auto
Remarketing and Auto Remarketing
Canada. He also co-hosts the weekly
auto industry podcast Auto Remarketing.

technology themselves.

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?
I don’t know that I have any specifics, but I’m excited to see what happens when electric vehicles
reach a point of mass affordability. Likewise, I’m curious to see if, and when, the used-car market
will have a critical mass of EVs, if not already. What will the pre-owned market for these cars be?

Overby covers auto industry news specif-

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?

ically tailored for the used-car side of the

I think we’re a bit away from full autonomy, but the work is being done and the technology is

business, and has been with Cherokee

being tested to some degree. I’ve heard the adage said about other auto-related tech at confer-

Media Group since 2007, when he joined

ences, but to paraphrase what experts have said, look for an evolution in autonomous vehicles,

the staff as a writer. Read on to find out his

not a revolution. It’s going to be steady process.

preferences while working with PR professionals, as well as his opinion on the state
of the used car auto industry in 2019.
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» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
E-mail is great and the easiest way to reach me. I have no problem with pitching phone calls but won’t
always be able to pick up. By all means, feel free to follow up if I haven’t responded to something;
although I can’t guarantee a response to every pitch. I do try to read and consider everything, however.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
I find that the press releases from many automotive sources tend to run too long. Focus on the most
compelling nuggets of story—keeping it to around 300–400 words—and include the additional
details that automotive journalists definitely want, such as technical specifications, pricing, etc.

BILL HAYWARD
EDITOR & PUBLISHER
AUTONEWSBLASTER

We need a clear STORY with some “punch” of human interest. Put yourself in the mind of the end
consumer and ask: “Why should I as a prospective car buyer, vehicle owner, or enthusiast, be interested in this story? What’s in it for me?”

» How about any pet peeves?
Pitches often try to pack in too much technical detail, or too much marketing fluff that we as journalists generally don’t want to use. Yes, we do want the details— and all of them. But we need first to be

auto.enthusiasts.news@gmail.com
Bill Hayward is the editor and publisher
of AutoNewsblaster, an auto industry site
created for automobile enthusiasts everywhere. He covers all auto and motorsport
topics, including electric cars, classical and

able to quickly understand what the basic story is and why it’s interesting.

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
The continued rise in the industry of the buzzword “mobility,” which to me signals a push toward
changing the way people think about vehicle ownership, access, and usage. Technological enhancements to performance, safety, and economy are great, but enthusiasts want assurance that they will
continue to have the “freedom to drive” vehicles that they fully control, and that they will be able to
drive when they want and where they want, taking the routes of their choice.

vintage automobiles, auto industry news,
aftermarket, and technology. He offers his

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?

advice to PR professionals trying to work

I’m looking ahead with excitement to seeing how the Volkswagen I.D. R will do at Nurburgring,

with him, as well as his thoughts on EVs,

Germany this year after the stunning, record-breaking victory at Pikes Peak in 2018.

autonomous vehicles, and more.

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?
When it comes to technology, you can never “put the genie back in the bottle.” Self-driving vehicles
are here and they are here to stay. I find, however, that the full diffusion of major technological and

 

social change tends to take a lot longer than we initially expect. Will self-driving cars be “mainstream” 10 years from now? I don’t expect that. 20–30 years? Maybe.
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» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
I prefer getting press materials by email so I have them on PC or other appliances for easy access.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
My advice for PR professionals is do a little research and make sure you have the target’s name
spelled right along with their outlets. For instance, I write about cars/travel/entertainment for 9 different outlets. My auto stories are primarily used in three print, subscription-only newspapers: Daily
Commercial Record, Collin County Daily Record and Tarrant County Daily Record. Travel articles that
often include information about cars used in road trips appear in Focus Daily News, theflashlist.com,

JO ANN HOLT
AUTOMOTIVE
FREELANCE WRITER
joannholt@gmail.com

and Katy Trail Weekly. These outlets are all based in Texas so I’m primarily interested in automotive
stories that appeal to Texans.

» How about any pet peeves?
My pet peeve is being pitched a story that has no relevance to my readers. And I’ve been called lots of
different names including one pitch addressed to Johan Hulk.

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
Biggest story will continue to be electric/hybrid/autonomous vehicles. While I like hybrid vehicles for

Jo Ann Holt is a freelance journalist covering
primarily the automotive industry, as well
as travel and entertainment in the Dallas,
Texas area. You can find her writing in an
array of outlets, including askpatty.com,
carladynews.com, DailyCommercial Record,
Focus Daily News, Travellady.com and The

fuel economy, I am not a big fan of all electric vehicles since we don’t have a lot of charging stations
along the road in remote parts of Texas. I loved the Lexus RX 450 hybrid I took to Houston Auto Show.

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?
As for the future of autonomous vehicles, the Lone Star State will probably be one of the last frontiers. Because of our state’s geography and size, most of us who grow up in Texas learn to drive at
a young age and can’t wait to get a driving permit. Especially those of us who live in rural areas.
Car lovers like me, who really like to drive, don’t relish the idea of giving up control of our vehicles

Epoch Times. She is a member of Texas

to anyone. Especially a robot. No doubt that may change as we all grow older, but for now, giving up

Auto Writers Association, the Texas Outdoor

our car keys translates to giving up our independence.

Writers Association, and the North American
Travel Journalists Association. Holt is also a
former publicist.
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» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
Keep emails separate when submitting material for various topics, clients or contributors. Make
the subject lines easy to scan and understand who or what it is about so it is easy to find in a
search of an inbox.

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
Curious about how the automotive industry will turn Elon Musk’s taking away free supercharging
for life—and then in six months—and use it to their advantage. For example, which manufacturer
will try to lure in Tesla potential buyers who are disappointed free supercharging is gone or what

JOANNA LAZNICKA

new 3rd party chargers will pop up for Tesla’s that will sell the power cheaper than Tesla Supercharger Stations.

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?

PUBLISHING EDITOR
HELPFULMECHANIC.COM
REFINED-LIFE.COM

Model Y and any upcoming Electric SUVs.

publishingeditor@gmail.com

I got to experience the engineering behind autonomous vehicles as well sit in one and see the

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?
In the mid-2000s I volunteered for one of the teams that competed in The Darpa Grand Challenge.
pros and cons well before most even knew what autonomous vehicles were. I will always remem-

Joanna Laznicka is the publishing editor
of an array of websites, including HelpfulMechanic.com, Nonprofitinformation.com,
SmallBiz-Resources.com and Refined-Life.

ber the day we tested the car 100s of times and that one time it failed it almost killed me. Thank
goodness for a human in the car and a big red kill switch. Regarding autonomous vehicles in the
mainstream, the older Tesla units such as a Tesla S85 2015 have better autonomous software than
the new Tesla Model 3s. Tesla has tried to put in several safety measures to make sure owners pay
attention and keep their hands on the wheels. Sadly, a cottage industry has developed making

com, where she covers the auto industry

devices to spoof cars to think the owner’s hands are on the wheel. The automotive industry should

and electric vehicles, among other beats.

step up for the safety of drivers and work together to close companies down who makes such

She is also the owner and managing direc-

devices. I personally have stopped a few of these companies from selling them on Amazon by

tor of Phaze-9 Corporation, a marketing

reporting them to Amazon and getting them removed.

and public relations firm with an expertise
in technology products and services.
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» How do you prefer to receive press materials?
Comprehensive digital files are preferred because it’s much easier to share with the whole team
if necessary and because we all work remotely.

» Do you have any advice for PR professionals?
Be sure to follow through. I’ve received offers for interviews, events, or whatever. I’ll reply to setup an
interview and get no response. From that point whoever sent it is automatically added to my spam
filter and ignored in the future. I’ll see them sending me new pitches but after I spent my time on
the first one, I’m not going to spend more time for no reply.

CHRIS RILEY
OWNER AND EDITOR
GEARHEADS

» What do you think the biggest auto story of 2019 would be?
The biggest auto story of 2019 would’ve been the Supra had they not been teasing it for years. Tesla
is still a huge hot button issue and is facing extreme scrutiny right now. I seriously think we’re about
to reach the breaking point where Tesla either cracks under pressure or pulls off everything they said
they would and surpasses expectations. It's almost definitely going to have something to do with
the electrification of the industry and will hopefully be related to cast expansion of new and existing

chris@gearheads.org
Chris Riley is the owner and editor of
Gearheads, a vocal, enthusiastic community of auto lovers, as well as the founder
of AutoWise, an online platform that
connects all automobile enthusiasts and

supercharger infrastructure.

» What upcoming electric vehicle launches are you most excited about?
Hype may have died down about the Tesla Roadster and while we don’t have a solid grasp on the
release date, that could turn out to be the biggest electric release of the year. Realistically, the Audi
E-Tron has some very promising tech and could prove itself a worthy contender. The Nissan Leaf is
getting a 65kWh battery pack which brings improved range and affordability, increasing the number
of people that could get their hands on an EV. As for sports cars, the Porsche Taycan (formerly Mis-

provide them with the information they

sion E) is looking pretty spectacular these days while also making some stellar claims about range

need. He writes about automotive news

and performance. If they do, it’ll mean some serious competition for the upcoming Tesla Roadster.

and trends, and has covered all things in
the auto industry for a decade. Read on to

» What are your thoughts on autonomous vehicles and their future?

learn what makes him tick when work-

I think autonomous vehicles are the safest future for the global transportation industry. The world

ing with PR, as well as his thoughts on
self-driving cars, EVs, and more.

   

would be so much safer and efficient (albeit boring for auto enthusiasts) if human drivers were
restricted to track environments and if anything, the Motorsports industry would only grow from there.
There’s a lot of trust that goes into that in the part of the human race, and the transition period may be
messy; that said, I think autonomous vehicles are absolutely the way to go and even the best driver on
Earth can’t compare to an autonomous vehicle’s situational awareness, reaction time, and overall safety.
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CISION PITCHING KIT METHODOLOGY
The traditional and non-traditional media professionals featured in the Cision Pitching Kits have profiles in the
U.S. Cision Media Database, and are vetted by the company’s media research team to verify their positions as
media professionals, influencers and bloggers. These individuals must meet certain additional criteria to be
featured: they must cover the specific topic being highlighted in the kit, have given direct consent to be listed
in the Media Database and must have been verified by the research team recently. The professionals must
also be willing to be included in marketing materials and provide in-depth advice for PR pros.

Are you a member of the media who wants to be featured in the next pitching kit?
CONTACT OUR MEDIA RESEARCH TEAM

UNCOVER MORE TOP JOURNALISTS AND TRENDSETTERS IN
YOUR INDUSTRY WITH THE CISION COMMUNICATIONS CLOUD®
Request a demo now and learn how to build better relationships
with influencers who matter.
REQUEST A DEMO

